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Poacher Special Edition.....
The Lincolnshire Poacher 2015 officially starts tomorrow at Swallow Vale.
Now in its 18th year, the Poacher series has to be the jewel in HALO's crown.
For the next eleven weeks we'll be travelling around North Lincolnshire for mid-week
competitions. I hope you'll be able to join us for as many as possible.

Poacher Swallow Vale..........
I'm planning the first event and I've got to say the woods are in excellent
condition, with little or no undergrowth. Some control sites are therefore very
obvious, others, however won't be. But I'm expecting some fast winning times,
especially from those who went to the JK, a well known Pre-Poacher training event
:-)
Starts on Wednesday are from 5.45pm and hopefully we can be packed up by 8pm,
or shortly afterwards, as it gets dark by then. Full series details are on the HALO
website.

JK 2015........
By all accounts last weekend's JK was terrific, tough and terrifying, especially day
one. A brief look at the results showed up some good performances at the sprint
event by, Charlotte and Brian Ward, Neil Harvatt and George Van Dam. Meanwhile
on the combined results, both George and Neil were in the top half of their respective
groups, as were Helena Crutchley and Helen Chan.

Events this week........
Wednesday, HALO Lincolnshire Poacher, Swallow Vale.
Thursday, LOG Spring Series, Grimsthorpe Castle.
Sunday, AIRE Calverley Wood (HALO League)
Sunday, NOC Clumber Park, 60 minute score event.

HALO News........
Welcome to new members,
Iain, James and Adam Drewery and Terry Phillips.
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Poacher Pics...........
Please send any photos taken at Poacher events to the newsletter and I will publish
them. I will also offer a prize for the best one, at the end of the series. "Selfies" are
welcome, but maybe best not taken whilst competing!
Meanwhile here's my entry, shot at Swallow Vale with a compass app last Sunday. 

Swallow Vale...... ...fast and runnable... ....and no nettles !
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